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Summer Organization
The Board

Directors

Executive: John Luke Robertson

Coordinators

The coordinators facilitate changes in the schedule
and coordinate new plans between teams. They are
the "go to" for the counselors.

Teams

Maintenance, Activities, Programs,
Office, Worship, Photo/Video,
Counselors, Jr Counselors, International

Leaders
Leaders lead a team
under the supervision of
a director or coordinator.
A leaders job is to make a
program or task happen.
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Residents
Residents oversee a
specific location at
camp. Village residents
are also counselors.

High Schedule 2020
Campers stay in villages until the cabin comes down for breakfast.
7:50 AM Counselor prayer meeting at Village Fire Pit while campers are
cleaning cabin
8:15 AM Village Meeting for prayer before breakfast
8:30 AM Breakfast
8:50 AM Morning Maintenance
9:00 AM Bible Lesson at Campfire
9:30 AM Selah – Individual Devotional and Prayer
10:00 AM Huddle Groups – Further discussion in Cabin group
10:30 AM Snacks
10:45 AM Elective 1
11:45 AM Mail Call – Letters only (transitioning to new system)
12:00 PM Lunch
12:30 PM Cabin Forum – Rest time in cabins. skits/devo’s
2:00 PM Tournaments, Seminar, and Free time
2:45 PM Boys’ Swim / Girl’s Main Area Game (GMAG)
Country Store is open during this main area time
3:45 PM Girl’s Swim / Boy’s Main Area Game (BMAG)
4:45 PM Elective 2
5:45 PM Change for dinner
6:00 PM Dinner
6:30 PM Lakeside/ Staff Meeting – Funny skits and songs for campers /
Counselor meeting
7:00 PM Night Time Activity (NTA)
Snacks, drinks, and talking are included in the NTA
8:45 PM Spiritual Activity/Campfire – Testimonies and worship.
The Spiritual Activity/Worship/Campfire can be better
blended to be one thing
10:00 PM Cabin Devotionals
10:30 PM Showers
11:00 PM Cabins/Counselor Meet-up
11:45 PM All Lights Out – All lights out and go to sleep
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From the Director,
John Luke Robertson
What it Means to be a Counselor.
“What does a Camp Ch-Yo-Ca Counselor do?”
This question has a complicated answer because
a counselor's job is not to “do”. The doing is a
result of the job. A camp counselor's job is, first
and foremost, to “be”. To be a friend. To be
interested. To be excited. To be honest. To be
confident. To be a servant. To be kind. To be
patient. To be a mentor. To be a person of
integrity. To be a Christian. The list could go on,
but the point is that “to be” is what we need
from you and why we have hired you. The
“doing” is secondary. The rules we have for you
are the guidelines for you to be the best you
can. Of course you are always with your
campers because you are a good friend to them.
Of course you know your campers names
because you are interested in them. Of course
you are going to bed on time because how can
you be excited when you are exhausted. Of
course you are praying for them, doing your
devotionals, sharing your walk with them
because you are a Christian.
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Character is nearly impossible to fake yet the
easiest thing to demonstrate. I have decided to
hire you because I see this character in you. I
believe you can be exactly what the kids at camp
need this summer. If you cannot, then do not take
this job.
-John Luke Robertson
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Jean Howard Award

“Having a group of young people dedicate a summer to
serve others is not taken lightly by the directors of Camp
Ch-Yo-Ca. It is their desire that counselors be honored for
a job well done. The Jean Howard award is given to a guy
and girl at the end of each summer. Those receiving the
award exemplify the spirit of Jean Howard. Jean Howard,
along with her husband, Alton, were instrumental in the
doors of Camp Ch-Yo-Ca being opened in 1967. They
continued to financially support camp for 37 years, never
wavering in their desire to provide a safe place for
children to learn more about God and connect with each
other on a deeper level. Jean was not a businessman like
her husband, Alton. She was a stay-at-home mom who
raised three children to know and love God and supported
her husband in everything he did. For the many who came
in contact with her, she was their prayer warrior first and
foremost. Jean started each day reciting scripture and
talking to God. She wrote scriptures on any piece of paper
she could find and left them around the house so others
would be able to read of God’s goodness and graciousness.
If she talked to a child or grandchild on the phone, the
conversation would likely end in a scripture quote. One of
her favorites was “So do not fear, for I am with you; do not
be dismayed, for I am your God.” Isaiah 41:10. Besides
serving as the ultimate prayer warrior, Jean never turned
away a friend or a stranger who needed a meal or a place
to stay for the night.
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Her table was always open and filled with home-cooked
goodies, ready to share with others. Often those
circling her table were the broken hearted or those
suffering from hard times. While Alton taught them
about Jesus, Jean fed them and showed them what true
love looks like. On Wednesday mornings, she baked
cookies and traveled to a nursing home to bless those
who lived there. If a grandchild was available, she
would pick them up and take them with her, teaching
them that life is better lived when serving others. The
counselors chosen for this award are those who have a
servant heart, are kind and loving to others, love God
deeply, and desire to help others grow in Jesus. These
are the attributes of Jean Howard and many others
who have walked through paths of Camp Ch-Yo-Ca.
Jean Howard was the mother of former President of
the Board, John Howard, grandmother of Korie
Robertson and great-grandmother of John Luke
Robertson.”
- Chrys Howard, director and the oldest person at
camp.
• The Jean Howard Award winners are
chosen by the directors during the last
week of camp with the input of all the staff.
All staff will submit two names for whom
they think best exemplify the attributes of
Jean Howard. This is not a vote for the
winner, but a recommendation for the
directors to consider.
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Paychecks
• Paychecks are given at the end of each
session, after the campgrounds have been
cleaned. Generally there is not money out here
to cash them. If you need a cash advance,
please see Carrie and it can be deducted from
your salary, but this is not standard.

Weekends
• Staff has weekends off, but specific times
will be determined on a weekly basis by
directors. Some weekends only have a couple
of hours between camp sessions, mostly at the
beginning of the summer. All counselors will
leave at the same time. Staff members are
encouraged to rest on the weekends. Staff
members will be asked to attend WFR Church
on a designated Sunday for a blessing. The
other Sundays, you are free to attend other
churches.
Counselor Tip-

The weeks with only a couple of hours between
sessions can wear you out, yet it is very
important to keep up the same energy and
excitement going into each session! Give your
best to the campers each week! Even though
you get to be at camp all summer, these kids
have been waiting a whole year for this one
week!
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Phones
• Ch-Yo-Ca is a technology free camp. God
often meets people in the wilderness. The
wilderness is a disruption from normal life.
Getting away from distraction helps focus on
God. Camp for these kids is the wilderness.
Away from phones, social media, and
distractions so they can focus on God.
• We do not allow campers to have phones at
camp for this reason and it is the same for
you as the counselor. If you find a camper
has a phone, confiscate it and bring it and the
camper immediately to a director.

Laundry
• Laundry should be done during free times.
Campers may use the laundry mat in the
afternoons during their free time. Counselors
should do theirs in the mornings. If you drop
it off in the morning then Carrie and will
often complete your laundry for you!
• No laundry should be done at night. During
High School Sessions the washers and dryers
need to be left open for emergency camper
laundry and rainy days. During Jr Sessions
all the washers will be used for Jr Staff
shirts.
• Let Carrie know if you have an emergency.
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• Counselors be sure to keep your staff shirts
clean for the weekly opening and closing
ceremonies of camp sessions.
• During junior sessions, staff members wear
matching shirts. Be sure to turn your shirt in
for a washing each day.

Heartboard Notes
• Each camper in your cabin will receive a
handwritten note by you before the end of
the week.
• These notes should be personalized, wellwritten, and encouraging. It is a good idea to
use a character quality and a corresponding
Bible verse.

Example:
“Taylor, I am so glad you were in my cabin this year!
Your joy and contentment really helped out the cabin
and reminded me of 1 Timothy 6:6-8! Congratulations
on winning the Ping Pong tournament! Keep being the
light of Jesus! -Your counselor”
• In the staff room there will be shelf
providing paper and markers to make these
notes. You are welcome to bring your own
supplies if you desire.
• There will also be a list of characteristics
and Bible verses.
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Teams
• All staff members are hired for one team.
This is called your “base team”.
• Teams are lead by a Leader who is mostly
likely on that team the entire summer.
• Teams are accountable to Residents when in
a Resident’s area.
• If you are not put in a resident or leader
position then you will more than likely be
switched onto a different team one or two
weeks of the summer.
• If you are put on a team other than
counselor, use this time to rest. While being a
counselor you are constantly pouring yourself
out for the kids. So this is a week for you to
focus on filling yourself up while helping the
camp.

The teams are:
• Counselor
• Programs
• Activities
• Office
• Photo/Video
• Worship
• KP (Kitchen Patrol)
• Maintenance
• Jr Staff
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Camper Information
CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH SCHOOL CAMPERS
• Ready to earn money for independence and freedom
• Ready for more responsibility
• Desire to be treated as an adult
• Occasionally revert to childish behavior
• Tend to be self-critical
• Seek prestige and belonging to the power group
• Are able to concentrate and specialize in selected skills and
interests
• Have expansive and changing ambitions
• Encounter conflict between idealism and materialism
• Tend to cover own weaknesses with similar weaknesses of
the group
• Needs support from peers to be involved in activities
• Need for evidence to back up beliefs
Things to watch for:
• Priority of choice: In contrast to middle school campers,
the high school camper is now able to make personal choices
aside from their peers. They don’t want you to tell them
what to believe or think. They want people to listen with
understanding, give advice if asked and let them make some
mistakes.
• Chosen friends: Instead of just becoming like their friends,
they are now choosing friends based on interests and values.
Birds of a feather will flock together. Relationships are very
valuable and are deeper and more sincere. As a counselor, be
the kind of person your campers would want to be someday.
• Concern for significance: High schoolers are in pursuit of
the things that matter to them. Challenge campers to
consider what they can do to serve others and achieve a
sense of accomplishment.
• Incredible optimism: In a 1995 study, four out of five
youths described themselves as “excited about life.” While
some sociologists have concluded that this is just a way to
not face the harshness of this world, no one can deny that
youth are enthusiastic. What a great opportunity that we
have to help direct that excitement.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A DAY CAMPER
• A strong attachment to home and family
• A short interest span
• An awareness mainly of themselves and their own desires
• A preference for imaginative, make believe play
• Curiosity, a desire to explore their expanding world
• A desire for repetition of enjoyable experiences
• Being easily upset by changes in routine or environment
• Boys and girls playing together readily
• Dependence on adults to meet physical and emotional
needs
• A need for patient understanding and close supervision

CHARACTERISTICS OF A JUNIOR CAMPER
• Most are ready for a live-away experience
• Have a longer attention span
• Are aware of others and are willing to share
• Desire acceptance from their peers
• Need close friendships with a playmate
• Are able to express themselves freely in art forms and
play
• Desire better skills performance
• Are interested in group games and activities
• Want everyone to obey the stated rules
• Strongly identify with own sex and age group

CHARACTERISTICS OF MIDDLE SCHOOL CAMPERS
• Strong desire for live-away experience
• Want to be together in group games and teams
• Patience to work toward short-term goals
• Form cliques and friendship with own sex and age group
• Seek status through excellence in skills and knowledge
• Are fairly competitive in team and individual activities
• Have a growing concern with their physical size and
appearance
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• Like to make, do, and collect things
• Enjoy being mischievous and daring
• Intense feelings and emotions
• Greatly influenced by popular adults and teenagers
• Rapidly changing interests and ambitions
• A preference for competition with outside groups over
competition with friends
• Idealism about the world at large
• The start of puberty-hormone changes

Things to watch for:
• The priority of friendship: Friendship at
this age is an all powerful force. What the
activity is isn’t nearly as important as who is
there. Try to work within and not separate
preexisting friendship groups, But also
encourage them in fostering new friendships.
• Willingness to conform: Middle school
campers are likely to conform to
personalities, clothing styles, achievements,
etc. that they might feel makes them more
accepted. Watch for the ones who don’t seem
to fit in anywhere. Give extra attention and
encouragement.
• Confusion about morality: Like seeing a
black object on a black background, sin is so
much a part of our culture it’s hard to
identify it at times. Sometimes connecting
faith and actions is difficult for this age.
Encourage conversations about appropriate
behavior and morality.
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• Re-evaluating their faith: This age group is
like toddlers in that they are both discovering
and testing their new worlds. Give them room
to explore options and discuss faith. Don’t
assume that because they “grew up” in church
they know everything. They are just not ready
to question what they had heard all of their
lives.
• Disappointment on hold: Many of our
campers will appear happy and “busy” on the
surface, but just below that is a lot of hurt and
disappointment. Pray that those campers will
be willing to talk and that you will be able to
steer them toward
a brighter future.
Thoughts on Technology
This generation is the tech generation. Even though the
technology has been around for a few years, this is the
first generation is being raised in the tech world where
technology is not simply a tool. Technology, for them, is
a way of life. Camp will be a time without technology
which could be either challenging or freeing for the
camper. Focus on both. Help them see that life is okay
without technology and there are many things for them
to learn and do without the internet. Keep in mind that
high school students range from 14 to 18 years of age.
That is a huge difference. Be sensitive to the age of the
camper you are working with.
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A Day at Camp
Wake Up
Cleanest cabin
• Each morning the cabins will be inspected
to encourage the kids to keep their space
neat and clean. Hype up having the cleanest
cabin and be competitive! Hopefully this will
cut down on lost and found as well.
• This is teaching the kids the value of
cleaning so it is important that you don’t just
do it for them or that the same campers
aren’t cleaning each morning.
Counselor TipIts beneficial to give campers in your cabin
a job. Jobs include: inside sweeper, outside
sweeper, clothes line organizer, taking the
trash out, picking up tiny trash around the
cabin. Those without a job should focus on
their bed.
Cleanest Cabin Check List
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Village counselor prayer meeting
• During High School and Middle School
sessions, while campers are cleaning the
cabins, all of the counselors will meet in the
middle of the village for a prayer meeting.
• During this time it is important to know
where your campers are. They need to be
either in the cabin cleaning or in the
bathhouse getting ready. Give your campers
a clear objective before leaving them. The
objective should be cleaning the cabin,
brushing teeth, doing their own prayer
session, or morning exercises.

Morning Bible
What is morning Bible?
• This is a long standing tradition at camp
that we start each morning with morning
Bible at campfire where we talk about the
days theme.
Who leads morning Bible?
• High School Weeks: Directors, guest
speakers
• Middle School Weeks: Counselors, summer
staff members
• Junior Weeks: Counselors and
Programs team-more of a skit style
Bible making the Bible stories come to life!
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Counselors' role during morning Bible
• Your role is to be the best camper. This
means you are sitting at campfire with your
campers learning and not being a distraction.
Counselor TipIt will be tempting to sit at the back of
campfire with the other counselors, but it is
most beneficial for you and your campers if
you are sitting with them. If you are sitting
with them you are setting an example for
how to act. While sitting with your campers
you won’t be tempted to talk, therefore
soaking up the lessons from Bible for
yourself so that you can further the
conversation about the topic with your
campers throughout the day.

Selah
What is Selah?
• Selah is a musical term used in the Bible
that means to pause and reflect.
• Selah takes place right after morning
Bible for High School and Middle School
sessions.
• This is a quiet, alone time for the
campers to take what they learned at
morning Bible and to reflect on how that
affects their lives.
• It is guided by pre-prepared questions.
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Counselors’ role during Selah
• Your role is, again, to set the example. You
are expected to do the selah along with the
campers. This is to your benefit because it
gives you something to talk to your campers
about later. Along with giving you alone time
with God!

Huddle Groups
What are huddle groups?
• Huddle groups is when counselors sit with
their cabin and at their assigned huddle spot
around camp. Huddle group leaders join to
further discuss what you learned at Bible
and Selah.
• During High School weeks the
huddle leaders are directors and adult
volunteers.
• During Middle School and Junior
weeks the counselors are the huddle
group leaders.
• This was created so that the campers
could hear each other's thoughts while being
guided by greater wisdom.
Counselors’ role during huddle groups
• You are expected to be with your cabin
during huddle group even the high school
weeks when you are not leading them
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Meals
Before Meals
• Before lunch and dinner we meet at the box,
sing the doxology and pray.
Where should counselors sit?
• It will be very tempting to sit with your
counselor friends during meal times but it is
very important that you sit with the campers.
• There should not be more than three
counselors per table at a time.
• It is important to keep a lookout for
campers who are sitting by themselves and go
sit with them!
Make sure your campers are eating
• It is especially important during junior
weeks to make sure your littles are eating
food and drinking enough water.

Electives
What are they?
• Electives are activities that the campers
choose to go to and take place in the middle of
the afternoon during High School and Middle
School sessions.
• Examples: Flag football, yoga,
ultimate frisbee, pottery, devotionals,
basketball, songwriting...
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How do campers choose which electives they
will go to?
• On the first day of camp the campers get to
choose which electives they will attend the
rest of the week.
• Before the campers choose their electives we
go over all electives offered and the
counselors give a brief description of what the
elective is.
Who leads what?
• Counselors and team members choose what
electives they lead.
• Before camp begins its important to start
thinking, praying and planning for which
elective you are interested in leading.
What makes a good elective?
• A good elective teaches the campers a
specific skill, or a new skill, that they might
not get to learn at home or somewhere else.
• A good elective is one that you’re passionate
about.
• A good elective has a plan for each day but
it is equally as important to be flexible. Read
your campers and follow their interests.
Counselors Role During Electives
• Even in the electives that are not “spiritualy
focused” your role as a counselor is to still be
intentional with your relationships with the
campers.
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• Electives give you the unique opportunity to
build relationships with campers that aren't in
your cabin.
• Once you've built these relationships it opens
the door to have conversations with these
campers during free times, meal times, etc.
Some of these relationships are the campers
that you’ll keep up with throughout the year!
• Keeping the mindset of glorifying God with
what you do.

“With basketball a big thing that was pretty consistent
with each week was learning how to speak life. It did
provide an opportunity to teach what it’s like to win in
a Christian manner and what's it like to lose in a
Christain manner.”
-Bryant Taylor
• From Bryant we see that through electives,
spiritual or not, there are teachable moments
that you can take advantage of to teach how
Christianity plays out in life.
• You also act as an encouragement to the
campers as they are learning these new skills.
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Free Time
What Is Free Time?
• A time that doesn't have a planned activity
and everyone is in the main area hanging out
and playing games.
• It is a segway to build relationships with
campers, even those who aren't in your cabin.
• Free time is not your free time.
Free Times During the Day:
Country Store
What is it?
• Three times a day the kids will go to the
Country Store to get a snack and a drink.
• What should you do during this time?
WHAT NOT TO DO:
• After giving your campers their snacks do
not stay in the country store and hangout with
the other counselors.
• Do not create a staff wad in the main area!!!
• There should be 1 counselor to 4 campers.
• Do not go to the staffroom and sit down.
WHAT TO DO:
• Play games with your campers.
• Start conversations and build relationships
with campers.

“If you don’t take these times to build relationships
with the kids they won't open up to you later”
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Cabin Forum
What is it?
• This is an hour and a half after lunch that
you and your cabin go back to your cabin.
“Being intentional with your campers and
getting to know them gives you the energy to
get through the rest of the day. It reminds you
of your purpose.” -Jaxon Thacker
Your Three Goals During Cabin Forum:
• Devotional - We provide at least three days
of prepared content for you that goes along
with the theme material. The other days you
are free to share the scripture that is on your
heart for the cabin. Counselors do this
different ways, rather it be more discussion or
a mini sermon you can handle it the way that
best suits you.
• Skit Practice - Thursday night of every
session is skit night in which each cabin
performs a prepared skit.
• Rest- This may look like having everyone in
the cabin lay in their bed with the lights out
and no talking.
WHAT TO DO:
• Accomplish above three goals.
WHAT NOT TO DO:
• Go to other cabins and hangout with other
counselors.
• You should not sleep the whole time.
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Tournament, Seminar, Free Time
What is it?
• This takes place after cabin forum where
the campers get to choose which of the three
activities they want to attend.
Tournaments- This is an option for campers to
sign up for different tournaments in activities
such as ping pong, basketball, volleyball, etc.
Seminar- This is a new option this year where
we will have guest speakers, counselors, or
team members lead talks on different topics
taking place at campfire and lakeside.
Free time- This is an option where campers
can stay in the main area to play games,
cheer on their friends who are in
tournaments or just hang out with friends.
Pool Time
What is it?
• Pool time takes place in the middle of the
day and everyone is required to go. You don’t
have to swim but you have to attend.
• This creates more opportunity for building
community with one another.
• First the boys village goes to the pool while
the girls village stays in the main area for
country store and either a game, craft, or free
time. Then they switch.
• By the end of the summer you as a
counselor have been to the pool almost every
25

day. But it is important to remember that the
campers haven't. It is still your job to go with
them, swim with them and make it fun!
"During a high school week last summer my campers
didn't really want to swim and were upset that they had
to go. So we brought bracelet making supplies with us! "

Lake Side
What is it?
• This is a time right after dinner where the
campers go down to lakeside and the
counselors have a staff meeting.
What do the campers do at lakeside?
• Team members lead lakeside where they
play games, do skits and learn campfire
songs.
What happens during the staff meeting?
• This is a meeting for the leadership and
counselors to get together and go over the day,
as well as go over the agenda for the NTA’s.
• During Junior weeks, this is your
opportunity to nominate any campers for
“Hawks Hero”
• This is an award given to a camper to
praise them for doing a good deed.
(Example: Picking up trash in the main
area without being asked)
• The campers are nominated by counselors
and awarded at campfire that night.
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Night Time Activities (NTA’s)
Saturday/Sunday
Get to know you games
• Every opening night we play get to know you
games in either the gym or the pavilion.
• These are large group games where we learn
names and all the campers mingle.
• The goal is high energy. This sets the tone for
week. If the staff is fun and loud and excited on
the first night the campers will follow right
along.
• A lot of campers are shy and nervous. The
movement and the energy is designed to get
them involved quickly. As a counselor, it is
important to keep an eye on the kids in your
cabin. If you notice a camper sitting off to the
side it is your job to get them back into the
game. No camper should be sitting alone on the
first night.
Monday
Nitty Gritty
• Everyone loves this good old traditional game.
Each year we put a different twist to the game
to help it go along with our theme but at its
base it stays the same. For example, last year
we had a spaceship race that went along with it.
Counselors’ Role
• You and a co-counselor or two will be leaders
of a team during this activity. It is your job to
keep the energy up which can be
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a result of encouraging and building up team
spirit. You can do this by creating a team
name and a team cheer and using them
throughout the game.
• During this game there is a lot of sitting
waiting for the next person to go. This is a
perfect time to get to know the campers on
your team better. One counselor should in the
front leading the playing and one counselor
should be in the back leading the relationship
building.
• Teams are typically selected at random for
this game so you may have the opportunity
to be with campers you normally would not
come in contact with.
The Rules
• Teams are split up into teams of about 15
campers each.
• In the center of the teams is a circle.
• The game leader will call out an item and the
first team to get that item into the circle gets a
point.
• One runner is allowed at a time.
• Contest may include minute-to-win-it games,
best hula-hooper, best cartwheel, smelliest shoe,
etc.
• Everyone on the team must participate at some
point during the game.
• The team with the most points at the end wins
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Tuesday
All Camp Prayer Session
• Every Tuesday night we start the NTA with a
prayer walk. Then after campfire everyone goes
with their cabin to an assigned spot around
camp to have an all night prayer session
together.
• During High School weeks you are welcome to
invite your huddle group leader to join.
The Set-Up
• Your cabin goes to their designated area and sit
in a circle. Counselors should be on either side of
the circle.
• Make it clear that whatever is said in the prayer
circle does not leave the prayer circle. Campers
should never tell another campers prayer request
outside of the circle.
• If a suspicious of abuse comes up then
you will have to make it clear to that
camper you are obligated to tell the
directors. This should be done one on one
after they are prayed for.
• A counselor should open begin with a request
and a prayer. This is to show the campers how it is
done. I can be light.
• Decide if you are going to take prayer requested
by going around the circle or at random.
• We recommended going around the circle
one time to give everyone a chance to say
something then open it up at random. The
first go around typically will be light and
that is ok. The goal is to get everyone
comfortable talking.
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• A camper will give a prayer request and will be

prayed for.
• If the prayer request is lighter it is
typically best for a counselor to pray for
them.
• If the request is more serious you can
open it up for multiple campers to prayer
and the counselors end it.
• How you and your co-counselor would
like to handle prayer request is up to you.
However you decide, it is important to be
clear about who is starting and ending a
prayer.

• Campers will often times open up about
very serious matters. Be thoughtful and
intentional about your prayers for them.
• When you feel all the campers have spoken
about everything they will open up about you
can wrap up the prayer session.

Important tips:
• The goal of prayer night is prayer. Advice
and guidance can be given during the rest of
camp. You do not want to be talking to one
camper too long risk another camper not
receiving the prayers they need.
• Make the above point clear with the
campers. Campers will often try to “fix” each
others problems right then. Remind them that
we are giving their problems to God and
Christ will give us guidance.
• You will usually have at least one camper
who tries to take over the session with their
problems.
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Three things you can do for this:
• First, pray for a specific issue then
move one. This may happen multiple
times and that is ok as long as it is
moving quickly. For example:
• A camper begins to tell their story, they tell
about parent issues, school issues, their pets,
their grandparents, then at the 10 minute
mark they say “then I turned 8”. You realize
they just want to talk. Stop them and say, “lets
pray for your parents and grandparents.” then
move on.
• When they start talking again
you know
they are going to go for a long time so limit
them to one request.
• Second, typically kids who feel they need a
lot of prayers also want to pray
for others.
Assign them a job. Let them say a short prayer
for all of the new requests. It takes their focus
off of
themselves and onto helping
others.
• Third, if they are too much of a distraction
then one of the counselors needs to take them
aside and talk with them. Set up a time to talk
with them (like “breakfast tomorrow” or
“cabin forum”) and share with them that this
is a time the whole cabin needs prayer.
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Wednesday
All Camp Game Day
• Throughout the 50 plus years of camp this
day has gone by many names: “competition
day”, fun , “Survivor day”, “Hero Day”, “Water
Day”. Whatever is is called this is the all camp
game day.
• The campers are split up into teams with
counselors leading and games are played for
points, food, flags, rocks, glory, prizes, or just
for fun.
• The goal of this day is to raise the intensity
and challenge campers to work as a team.
• During the Jr Sessions this day is called
Water Day with slides, pool time and water
based games.
• Wednesday's night time activity usually goes
along with the all camp game.
Thursday
Skit/Talent Night
• Skit & Talent night is a tradition at Camp ChYo-Ca that dates back to the beginning in 1967.
Campers look forward to it every year and
begin planning for it well before camp begins. It
is held the same night with talents done
between the cabin skits. Each week, every cabin
will perform one skit on skit night.
Skits
• Skit night brings cabins closer together and
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provides an opportunity for both campers and
staff members to have fun together.
• Skits can be nearly anything! They can be
bible-based, songs, dances, scripted plays,
jokes, combination of all or something
completely random. The important thing is
that all campers feel valued and are a part of
the skit. Skits should be between 2 minutes
and 7 minutes long.
• There are a few things that should not be
included in skits. Skits should NOT make fun
of other campers. Skits should NOT involve
pranks on a camper. Skits should NOT include
eating things a parent would object to when
they are told.
• Skits are supposed to be enjoyable for
everyone involved. You should enjoy helping
with it, the campers in your cabin should
enjoy doing it, and the audience should enjoy
watching it. If you think somebody at camp
will be uncomfortable with your skit, you
should probably reconsider. Impersonations
can be funny, but they are cheap. Be clever.
• Please come to staff training with two skits
prepared. One for teenagers and one for
elementary age.
• You can find skits all over the internet or
you might have one you have performed
yourself, but come prepared to share your
idea during staff training.
• You can find skits all over the internet or
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you might have one you have performed
yourself, but come prepared to share your idea
during staff training.
• Even though there are multiple sessions for
each age group, with a total of seven camp
sessions, it isn’t necessary to have seven skits
ready. You will have different campers each
week, so if you have a great skit, use it every
week.
• A winner is chosen at the end from the
Girl’s Village and Boys’ Village.
• Go all out! Use your imagination- your
campers will love it!
• You will be scored one to five in the
categories: cabin participation, presentation,
audience enjoyment, genre score and time
limit.
Talent
• The talent part of the night is volunteer
performances by campers and staff members.
If you have a talent, please perform! It can be
with music, other staff members, special skills,
almost anything.
• A sign-up sheet will be posted a few days
before Skit & Talent night to give campers
plenty of time to sign up.
• There is no judging for the talent part of the
night, but there is lots of cheering and
encouraging.
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Spiritual Activities
What are they?
• Of course we have spiritual activities
throughout the day, from Bible in the morning
to Huddle Groups, but the Spiritual Activities
that take place at night have a more serious
atmosphere.
• These activities are more hands on, allowing
the kids take what they learned in Bible that
morning by lecture style then to something that
they walk through and interact with.
Counselors’ role during Spiritual Activities
• Sometimes during spiritual activities
counselors will be asked to help with different
aspects of that night's spiritual activity. This
will be discussed during the staff meeting after
dinner.
• The rest of the counselors will complete the
activity alongside campers and be available to
them if they need a hug, prayer, or to talk.

Worship
What is it?
• Ch-Yo-Ca Collective is a worship program
made up of an a capella worship team and an
instrumental worship team. We will need vocal
leaders for both, and musicians for the
instrumental team.
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• The instrumental team also includes a sound
tech, lyrics tech, and lighting tech. This worship
takes place in either the pavilion or the gym
and usually goes along with the spiritual
activity of the night.
• During this the worship team leads us in
popular modern worship songs, from worship
bands including but not limited to, Hill-song
United, Passion, Elevation Worship, Bethel
Music, and other solo artists.
• Together, we will learn the music previously
selected and prayed over for the summer
intensively during staff training. It will be a
strenuous week of team building and
memorizing. The worship team bears a huge
responsibility, and that is to lead these children
and young adults in true, authentic worship
that is pleasing in the eyes of our God. We are
to facilitate an atmosphere of genuine praise
and reverence to our Lord. Reeves Walker will
be our Worship Director, and his mission is to
glorify God in every single aspect of what we
do. Any self-elevation in this culture of camp
will not be acceptable.
Counselors’ role during worship
• It is important for you to be the example of
what true worship looks like. The staff should
have triple the energy in the energetic songs,
and triple the reverence in our more reverent
songs. All in all, the focus is on God and not
ourselves.
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• You should be among the campers while
worshiping, not just standing in the back. You
are a mentor for these kids teaching them what
it looks like to worship, not afraid to sing loud
and take it seriously.
• Worship is also an opportunity for you to be
poured into, and reflect on your own
relationship with God.

Camp Fire
What is it?
• We end each day back at campfire. Another
long standing Ch-Yo-Ca tradition.
• Typically three things happen at Campfire:
• A Cappella Worship- Think hymns and
traditional songs. Our founder, Alton Howard
wrote many of the songs we still sing today.
During the Jr weeks this is loud and fun.
• Testimony's- This for you, as a staff
member, to share your testimony for the
whole camp. We usually keep them to about
5-10 minutes and have two a night. This is
very powerful for the campers to you here
you open up about your walk with Christ.
Often times you will be asked to do this when
you are not working as a counselor and
working on maintenance, activities,
photography, or office.
• Announcements- We give final
announcements for the night and the next
day.
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Bed Time
Showers/Devo
• While half the cabins in the village is taking
showers the other half is doing their cabin devo.
• You will be provided with a cabin devotional
guide to go through each night but you also have
the option of leading your cabin in your own
devo that you feel is related.
Counselor TipBy this time of the night, especially if it's
towards the end of the week, your campers
are going to be tired. One way that you can
make sure you have their attention during
this time is to have them sit on the floor in
front of the counselor beds. This way they
aren't tempted to lay down or dig around in
their bags. A lot of good conversation happens
at night, so be willing to hear their thoughts
and hearts.
Counselor Meet Up
• After all your kids and yourself are showered,
devotionals are done, and everyone is in bed, all
the counselors can meet up in the middle of the
village to talk for about 20 minutes.
• This is a time for you to talk with your cocounselors about the day without campers
around. Discuss issues, make plans, relax for a
few minutes while you know you campers are
all in the cabin.
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• Since this is a time your campers are
unsupervised it is very important to set clear
rules and expectations with them before you
leave the cabin. Tell them:
• The light will be turned off, but they can
turn flashlights on.
• They can talk, but do not get out of your
bed.
• Do not go to the bathhouse.
• This is the time to get settled.
• You are going to be right outside.
• If you feel like you cannot leave your cabin
unsupervised for any reason you can ask a
team member to be in your cabin during this
time. Some issues may be:
• Bullying
• Camper Conflict
• Special needs camper
• You think a camper might have drugs or
dangerous items.
• This time is intended to be about 20 minutes.
Do not abuse this time. You probably will have
about 20 minutes before All Lights Out when
you get back in the cabin. Tell your campers last
chance to use the restroom.
All Lights Out
• Time to sleep.
• Flashlights off.
• No talking.
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A Letter from Previous Counselors
on Dating Relationships at Camp

Hi friends!
We are SO excited that you have each answered the Lord’s call to serve
this summer. He has abundantly more than all we can ask for or imagine
in store, so buckle in. With that being said, this summer is not the time
to start romantic relationships. Our purpose here is to serve campers,
doing so prayerfully and whole-heartedly. It is an inescapable fact that
dating relationships will distract from this task.
“Therefore, my dear brothers and sisters, stand firm. Let nothing move
you. Always give yourselves fully to the work of the Lord, because you
know that your labor in the Lord is not in vain.” -1 Corinthians 15:58
In standing firm, we have to have a plan. There are golden guys here
and women with beautiful hearts. We work with kids daily, live together
for two months, and create deep, meaningful relationships. It’s almost
inevitable for our hearts to butterfly for someone at some point and it’s
a gift to see dozens of blessed marriages from camp!
But hear us on this: the person you marry is going to be your best friend.
So take this time to grow in friendship with everyone. If your heart is
particularly drawn to one guy or gal, we encourage you to choose
friendship for the summer. If it was just the chatter of camp that
brought about those feelings, it will be easier to discern after. If it was
meant to be, your relationships will benefit from that foundation of
friendship and God will see your faithfulness to your mission of service
over summer. If they’re the one, they’ll encourage you to be faithful to
your mission as well.

And when our brothers and sisters choose pursuing romantic
relationships and don’t heed to the advice of
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friendship, lets love them well. In normal life, we’re used to having life
conflicts fill our conversations in addition to Christ. Working at camp is
a unique opportunity to focus just on God, but it’s also a challenge. When
we’re stripped of the talking points of school and work, it seems that
we’re drawn to the hearts of our fellow counselors.
This year, let's challenge ourselves, calling camp higher. Let us restrain
from speculating future relationships and planting thoughts in hearts
that distract from the Lord. Let us abstain from critiquing those who do
choose to pursue relationships. Let us choose to do nothing but
prayerfully encourage one another in our pursuits of the Lord and the
things He has for us. In calling Ch-Yo-Ca’s culture higher, our campers
will see this change in our friendships and feel more confident in their
pursuit of God instead of also succumbing to the distraction of heart
sparkles.
In maintaining guy-girl friendships, think about whether or not that
relationship would continue as-is if you were dating someone else. If
we’re not concerned about our own hearts catching feelings, let us
consider guarding our brother’s or sister’s heart. View one another first
as brothers and sisters in Christ, not candidates for marriage. In walking
together this summer, remember the Girl’s Village will be choosing from
the girls for their bridesmaids and the Boy’s Village will be choosing from
the guys for their groomsmen. So may those be the friendships we pour
most into.
Don’t look at this one relationship you can’t start, but focus on all the
relationships you can start. Find mentors in every adult working here.
Create disciples from your sweet campers. Establish friendships with
counselors that will last the rest of our lives. Prioritize your relationship
with Jesus in a way you never have before. We were made for people and
relationships, which is why we love the simplicity of Camp Ch-Yo-Ca so
much.
Finally, for those already dating: We love y’all. We’re obsessed with y’all.
We’re cheering for y’all. And we can’t wait to see the skits. Just continue
to focus on your mission as well!
With great love,
Many counselors
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A Note From The Staff

Dear new staff member,
We are so glade to have
you as a part of our team
this summer!
We are confident that you
will do a great job!
It's going to be the best
summer yet!
-Ch-Yo-Ca Staff
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